IT’S NOT ABOUT WHERE YOU GO-
IT’S HOW YOU GET THERE.

This is how serious vacationers travel. With more storage space, comfort, and standard amenities than any coach in its class, the Allegro Bay provides the means to transform any getaway into something memorable. By listening to Tiffin owners for over 20 years, we’ve fine-tuned the motorhome experience, and consequently, the vacationing experience. So no matter where you go, you’ll be far, far away from the expected.
Next to the open road, the Allegro Bay’s living area is about as spacious as it gets. In addition to seven-foot ceilings, the newly redesigned galley features a new solid surface backsplash, new elegant trim on the wall beneath the chair rail, and a decorative mirrored wall that gives the room an even more expansive feel. Plus, the kitchen contains cabinets with beautifully hand crafted pulls, an optional three-burner cooktop with oven, and an optional four-door refrigerator with ice maker. Other options include an Ultra Leather Flex Air® Sofa Bed, a vacuum cleaner system, and a free-standing dinette with shelf and cabinets.
Finally, there’s something in your life you have complete control over. With features like a color back-up monitor and Atwood Levelegs™, and a large one-piece tinted windshield, the Allegro Bay cockpit provides the driver with complete dominion. And the new leather bucket seats and optional Sirius® satellite radio ensure an unparalleled level of comfort.
MAYBE THOSE NOMADS KNEW SOMETHING YOU DIDN’T.

It’s functional. It’s elegant. It’s the Allegro Bay bedroom. Featuring a 20” TV with a DVD player, optional washer and dryer and remote-controlled Select Comfort mattress system, relaxation promises to never be an issue. Space is bountiful, too. On all models, the bed elevates to provide plenty of under-bed storage. The 34 XB and 37 DB models offer ample space for two people in the bedroom. And the 38 TDB features two slides in the bedroom, making for a much larger room.
IT’S IN THE BACK OF THE COACH, BUT FAR FROM THE BACK OF OUR MINDS.

Improving upon the already elegant Allegro Bay bathroom, we’ve added a new solid surface backsplash to the vanity, enhanced the tub and shower, and installed nickel plated fixtures and a porcelain toilet. There’s also an optional extra Fantastic® fan in the hallway or water closet. The exterior features roomy under storage with lighted luggage compartments, electric steps, a roof ladder, and three optional full-bodied paint schemes.